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A Flood Of News On Fiber Deployments 

By BBP Telecom Editor Masha Zager

The past month has seen a flood of news items about planned and actual deployments of fiber to the premises. Verizon (www.
verizon.com) announced that it was bringing FiOS to the western Pennsylvania towns of Braddock Hills, Carnegie, Churchill, 
East Liberty, Edgewood, Forest Hills, Franklin Township, Heidelberg, Imperial, Penn Hills, Pennsbury, Plum Boro, Rossyln 
Farms, Swissvale, Verona and Wilkinsburg. The company has also announced a steady stream of local cable franchises granted 
for its FiOS TV service in Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Virginia and Florida. 

AT&T (att.sbc.com), which is committed to an overall fiber-to-the-node strategy but is building FTTP networks in greenfield 
developments, announced its largest FTTP project to date. It’s an agreement with General Growth Properties to build a network 
to deliver its triple-play U-verse suite to a 20,000-home master-planned community near Houston. AT&T has now completed 
hundreds of agreements for fiber-based developments, representing more than 270,000 homes in newly planned communities 
across the country.

A number of municipalities overlooked by the RBOCs have moved forward with plans to bring fiber to their communities. 
Antigo, Wisconsin held a public hearing on a proposed resolution authorizing the city to issue bonds financing a fiber optic/
wireless broadband system. Auburn, Indiana, held a meeting to consider extending its fiber-optic network, originally built for 
government use, to offer triple-play services to residents. Chicopee, Massachusetts, is considering a similar plan, but will be 
extending the network only to businesses, not to homes. 

The Chelan County Public Utility District announced that its fiber-optic network is now the largest open-access fiber-to-the-
premises network in Washington state, with telecommunications services available to more than 15,000 Chelan County homes, 
businesses, schools, hospitals and government offices. In the most significant municipal project news, the city of Seattle, 
Washington, issued an RFI seeking private partners to join the city in creating a competitive FTTP network that would offer very 
high bi-directional bandwidth, deliver integrated voice, video and data services and eventually serve the entire city.

The Blue Ridge Mountain Electric Membership Corporation (www.brmemc.net), an electric cooperative in Young Harris, 
Georgia, with customers in Georgia and North Carolina, announced that it intends to bring high-speed Internet connectivity to 
its members using a combination of fiber to the home, broadband over powerline and WiFi technologies. Sunrise Broadband 
Group (www.sbginc.tv) in Broomfield, Colorado, announced that it plans to upgrade a number of cable television networks it has 
acquired in order to deliver triple-play services through several technologies, including FTTH. 

In Europe, Bulgaria gets its first FTTH deployment, in the city of Varna, with technology from Swedish firm Ericsson (www.
ericsson.com). Alcatel (www.alcatel.com) has sold its FTTP solution to four service provider networks in Sweden, who will bring 
triple-play services to thousands of businesses and consumers. And in Ireland, Magnet Networks (www.magnetnetworks.com) 
will be the exclusive FTTH provider for a new 10,000-home development at Adamstown in Dublin. 

FTTP is also continuing to grow in Asia, and not just in its strongholds of South Korea and Japan. Alcatel recently announced 
that Pakistani alternative service provider Naya Tel (www.nayatel.com) will use its equipment to build an FTTH network for 
over 30,000 subscribers in the capital city of Islamabad. In an effort to rebuild Beirut as the business hub of the Middle East, 
Lebanese redevelopment agency SOLIDERE has signed an agreement with France Telecom subsidiary EQUANT (www.equant.
com) to build a fiber optic system for the Beirut city center that will support video-on-demand, videoconferencing, closed circuit 
television, gaming services, IP-based television services and a scalable Internet gateway. 

Singapore announced an ambitious plan to build a “wired network that offers ultra-high speeds from 100 megabits per second to 
more than 1 Gigabit per second, to connect all homes, schools and businesses, including those in the HDB heartlands and private 
developments.[and support] high-bandwidth applications such as High Definition IPTV, immersive video conferencing, digital 
learning and telemedicine.” (The word “fiber” wasn’t mentioned anywhere, but we can read between the lines.)

The award for most exotic FTTP news of the month goes to TasCOLT, a government-industry partnership that will provide FTTP 
to residents of Tasmania. The initial rollout was scheduled to take place in May, but has been delayed until the fall. 
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Bend-Insensitive Ribbon 
Drop Cable from Sumitomo Electric
From BBP Wires  

RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NC – Sumitomo Electric Lightwave (www.sumitomoelectric.com) introduced a 
bend-insensitive ribbon drop cable for the last drop to the premises or home. In response to demand by major carriers for 
ribbon products in FTTx networks, Sumitomo designed the cable to allow for mass fusion splicing, quicker and easier gel-
free cable entry, and faster fiber access. Its easy-peel ribbon technology enables faster fusion splicing and connectorized 
terminations. 

The bend-insensitive ribbons improve handling and make four-fiber branching network topologies more cost-effective in 
FTTH/FTTP deployments. Because bend-insensitive fiber has a bend radius half that of standard ribbon, it enables tighter 
routing and minimizes the space needed in terminals, hubs and optical network terminals. Using ribbon in terminals 
improves reliability, handling and storage by eliminating buffer tube issues such as kinking, stranding buffer tube memory 
and shrinkage. 

Idle-Code Mitigation from 
Wave7 Optics Boosts Video over GePON and GPON 
From BBP Wires

ATLANTA – Wave7 Optics (www.wave7optics.com) announced a patent-pending “idle-code mitigation” technique 
enabling delivery of enhanced RF video services on GePON and GPON fiber-to-the-premises systems. 

Idle codes used in data transmission can interfere with RF, or analog, video signals when the downstream data wavelength 
is close to the video wavelength. Repetitive idle patterns, in particular, have frequency components that overlap key 
television channels. The interference can degrade video quality to the point where it is unacceptable to subscribers. 

Wave7’s technique dramatically reduces this degradation, restoring video quality. The technique does not violate IEEE 
802.3ah or ITU-T G.984 standards and is completely compatible with existing standards-compliant equipment. It is 
software-based and enabled with an optional software key.

Corning and AFL Offer New OTDRs
From BBP Wires 

HICKORY, NC and SPARTANBURG, SC – Corning Cable Systems (www.corningcablesystems.com) and AFL 
Telecommunications (www.afltelecommunications.com) both announced new Optical Time Domain Reflectometers 
(OTDRs) designed for testing and troubleshooting FTTX passive optical networks. Corning’s OV-1000 combines 
a rugged platform with field-interchangeable multimode, single-mode, and “advanced testing” modules that can be 
switched out in the field without tools in a matter of seconds. It accommodates two modules at once, reducing the need 
to change modules frequently. 

AFL’s Noyes M200 comes in separate models for multimode, single-mode, and ‘Quad’ wavelength uses. Test ports are 
equipped with tool-free adapters, which can be changed in seconds. A custom-designed polycarbonate case and shock-
absorbing boot make it the company’s most rugged OTDR.

Both OTDRs are suitable for indoor or outdoor operation.
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Focus on In-Home Networking
Personal video recorders, place-shifting of video, and networked gaming are driving consumer demand for pervasive 
connectivity throughout the home and to the Internet, according to a new report by ABI Research. In-home 
networking solutions are key to allowing consumers to fully benefit from ultra-broadband connections such fiber to the 
home. 

Pannaway Shows HomePNA 
Equipment With Coax Support
From BBP Wires

PORTSMOUTH, NH – Pannaway has announced new customer premise equipment with support for HomePNA, 
an industry standard that allows high-speed in-home networking over existing coax and telephone lines. Pannaway’s 
RGN-520 Residential Gateway NID is a fiber-to-the-premises (FTTP) product that lets telcos deliver multiple high-
bandwidth video services including standard and high-definition IPTV, Video on Demand and Digital Video Recorder 
over standard in-home coaxial cable systems. It supports Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP), Session Initiation 
Protocol (SIP) and Internet Protocol (IP).

Entropic Upgrades In-Home Networking Solution 
From BBP Wires 

SAN DIEGO, CA – To meet consumer demand for pervasive connectivity, Entropic Communications (www.entropic.
com) is introducing the next generation of its c.LINK Coaxial Network Processor for home networking. The EN2210 
offers increased performance, ease of use, lower power consumption and reduced implementation cost. 

C.LINK links consumer entertainment devices from room to room with existing coax cabling, which is found in 
more than 90 percent of all U.S. households. Applications for the device include media servers, home entertainment 
gateways, multiroom digital video recorders and network-capable set-top boxes. Its 270Mbps throughput supports 
high-bandwidth applications like whole-home video distribution.

Infineon Enables Video Home Networking
From BBP Wires 

MUNICH, GERMANY – Another approach to in-home networking is found in Infineon Technologies’ new plastic 
optical fiber (POF)-to-Ethernet transceiver solution. According to Infineon (www.infineon.com), POF enables flexible, 
secure and stable solutions with virtually no bandwidth limitations. Infineon says its POF transceiver provides better 
economics and high reliability due to the dedicated high bandwidth for each connection. In addition, it can be easily 
installed without any special equipment. 

Already proven in the automotive industry, POF has been adapted by Infineon for high-performance video home 
networking. The transceiver supports 100Mbps Fast Ethernet transmission using POF wire that can be cut to length 
and installed by end users. Device designers can integrate Infineon’s POF transceiver by connecting it to Fast Ethernet 
Physical Layer ICs. On the consumer side, broadband users can use POF adapters to connect their modems to their IP 
set-top boxes or televisions for secure, ultra-fast video transmission with minimum investment. 

POF is well suited for home infrastructure because it does not create, and is not affected by, electromagnetic 
interference. This feature ensures stable, jitter-free video services.
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 Alloptic Helps MSOs Migrate to Fiber 
From BBP Wires 

DENVER – Cable providers are increasing broadband speeds and predicting that they will have enough bandwidth to 
deliver Internet and video services for the foreseeable future. But if they need a Plan B, they can turn to Alloptic’s new 
Edge Video product family, designed to help them migrate from traditional HFC networks to fiber-optic networks. 

Alloptic (www.alloptic.com) says that the Edge Video solution allows fiber to be taken all the way to residential 
customers without impacting the operator’s existing OSS, procedures, investment in set-top boxes, and DOCSIS 
CMTS or RF video headend equipment. It lets cable providers serve business customers with the same fiber 
infrastructure while supporting the evolution to a GePON-based residential solution. 

The Edge Video family of products consists of five new products designed to work standalone, in conjunction with 
existing products, or as an enhancement to other PON products. 

Irdeto Protects Optical 
Entertainment Network’s IPTV Service
From BBP Wires   
 
LAS VEGAS – IPTV providers have encountered skepticism from content owners who are doubtful about the security 
of IPTV networks. With a high-quality security system, they can largely allay these fears. A good security system, 
according to the CEO of Irdeto, “will prevent the ever-present threat of piracy, sustain their pay-TV business, and 
ensure compliance with content licensing agreements.” Recently, Optical Entertainment Network selected Irdeto’s 
content security solution, PIsys, to protect the IPTV offering in its fiber-to the-premise network. Irdeto PIsys will 
protect content for OEN’s FISION service, which will provide triple-play services over IP to subscribers in the greater 
Houston, Texas, area. 

Irdeto’s IPTV security solution provides security for IPTV, video on demand, and digital video recorders. All content 
is securely stored and distributed across any broadband IP network, and the corresponding content rights are managed 
on an individual subscriber and/or device basis. 

Wavelength Launches New Web Site 
to Educate Property Owners and Managers  
GREENVILLE, NC – Broadband service provider Wavelength (www.gowavelength.com) has launched a new Web 
site, www.mduwireless.com, targeting property owners and managers of multi-dwelling unit (MDU) communities. 
MDU communities include apartment, condominium, duplex and townhome complexes. They also include retail 
centers, offices and hotel and resort complexes.

Visitors to the MDU Wireless site can receive on-line quotes and learn about the benefits of providing high-speed 
Internet access within MDU communities. In order to illustrate the benefit of using Wavelength, the site also includes 
a link to a sample case study highlighting the potential impact on net operating income. According to Eric Teague, 
Wavelength’s CEO, broadband is the most sought-after amenity by prospective tenants, and supplying a wireless 
Internet connection can be advantageous to owners in the highly competitive MDU market. 
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Novera Optics, PANDATEL 
Announce WDM PON Solutions 
From BBP Wires 

HAMBURG, GERMANY and SANTA CLARA, CA – Sharing bandwidth has always been an issue in the traditional 
passive optical network (PON) architecture. PANDATEL AG (www.pandatel.com) and Novera Optics (www.noveraoptics.
com) separately announced wave-division multiplexing (WDM) PON solutions this month, in an effort to eliminate the 
bandwidth sharing issue. 

PANDATEL’s ETC-B26 optical switch multiplexes many optical channels and transports them through a single fiber 
to multi-tenant customer premises, allowing service providers to avoid laying multiple fibers (and maintaining them) in 
densely occupied areas. PANDATEL is presenting the ETC-B26 as a cost-effective alternative to standard PON equipment.

Novera Optics’s new SpeedLIGHT transport platform, which uses dense-wave-division-multiplexing (DWDM), eliminates 
the need for wavelength-specific optical network units. SpeedLIGHT systems and modules allow any protocol and any 
data rate to be carried over the same fiber infrastructure. A separate pair of wavelengths is automatically allocated to each 
broadband subscriber, enabling 125 Mbps or more of dedicated bandwidth to be delivered to each subscriber. Security is 
significantly improved, as well. Traditional PONs require encryption because each ONU receives the same shared signal. 
By contrast, SpeedLIGHT provides a dedicated optical point-to-point connection between the subscriber and the central 
office, eliminating unwanted information sharing. 

Ikanos Chipsets Power 100Mbps Services 
From BBP Wires   
 
FREMONT, CA – Ikanos Communications (www.ikanos.com) announced that French broadband provider Erenis is 
deploying Ikanos-based VDSL equipment to deliver interactive broadband services. Erenis operates a fiber-to-the-building 
network to multi-dwelling residential buildings in greater Paris, and has been using VDSL technology to deliver services 
within the buildings up to 60Mbps. Erenis now plans to deliver up to 100Mbps of bandwidth to its subscriber base.
 
Erenis is the first French telecommunications operator to hook up residential buildings with optical fiber on a network 
independent from France Telecom. Erenis has connected over 1,400 Paris buildings, totaling over 33,000 households, to its 
unique FTTx network.

Focus on GePON
The arrival of GePON product deployments stole a bit of GePOn thunder this month, but GePON vendors continued to 
expand an already huge array of offerings.

Teknovus/Furukawa ONU Helps 
Ethernet Manufacturers Expand into GePON
From BBP Wires 

PETALUMA, CA – Furukawa (www.furukawa.co.jp/english) has developed a GePON Optical Network Unit (ONU) 
based on Teknovus’ TK3713 ONU chip. The new ONU allows traditional Ethernet communications equipment 
manufacturers to expand into the GePON market. 

Using Teknovus’ chip, Furukawa built an ONU within the power requirements and form-factor of the gigabit interface 
converter (GBICs are used to interface fiber-optic systems with Ethernet systems.) According to Teknovus, this 
represents a milestone for PON. 
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In another announcement, Teknovus unveiled a Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) reference design based on Texas 
Instruments’ VoIP platform and its own GePON ONU technologies. The new reference design enables equipment 
manufacturers to rapidly develop customer premises equipment optimized for IP-based triple-play services over fiber. 

Teknovus also announced support for time-division multiplexing (TDM)-based services in its chipset. This support, 
which will be available in the second half of 2006, lets GePON systems carry traditional leased-line services, enabling 
carriers to move all their existing services to an Ethernet-based PON network. 

ImmenStar Delivers GePON Switch Chipset
From BBP Wires   
 
SANTA CLARA, CA – ImmenStar (www.immenstar.com) announced the industry’s first fully integrated high-
density GePON switch chipset, which is already being shipped in volume to five countries. ImmenStar architected its 
chipset so as to increase complexity at the central office end and simplify the customer premise equipment end, where 
most of the costs of a FTTH deployment are incurred. 
 
At the central office end, the IS8020 is the first chip to integrate four optical GePON ports and four Gigabit Ethernet 
ports into a single chip with non-blocking traffic forwarding, and the IS8030 has a single optical GePON port and 
identical features at a reduced cost. At the customer premises end, the IS8010 is a low-cost chip and the IS8015 is an 
enhanced version that provides multivendor interoperability support. Together, chipset provides a carrier-class Ethernet 
ultra-broadband access solution for network operators and service providers. The chipset is designed to accelerate the 
GePON development cycle while extending product lifetime.

Occam Networks Adds OLT Blade and ONTs
From BBP Wires 

SANTA BARBARA, CA – Occam Networks (www.occamnetworks.com) introduced the BLC 6314 10GigE 
Transport and Optical Line Termination (OLT) blade for its Broadband Loop Carrier System. The new blade 
transforms the Broadband Loop Carrier into a high-capacity FTTP Optical Line Termination system with integrated 
10Gbps Ethernet transport, capable of serving more than 250 subscribers with up to 1Gbps of bandwidth. 

The new blade also includes sixteen 1Gbps Ethernet ports that, when populated with small-form-factor pluggable 
lasers, support optical subscriber drops for homes or businesses. The blade can be deployed as a standalone product 
that can be stacked with additional units to add capacity and redundancy, or it can be added to the chassis for use in 
high-density deployments. The OLT is environmentally hardened and suitable for deployment in either central offices 
or remote terminal cabinets. 

Occam also introduced a series of Optical Network Terminals (ONTs) suitable for brownfield and greenfield FTTP 
installations. The company is now shipping an active-fiber triple-play gateway; during the third quarter, it expects to 
ship a low-cost gateway for data and video, as well as a gateway that delivers video via a coaxial cable connection. A 
telco can initially deploy a data-only fiber implementation to minimize startup capital costs, and then upgrade to full 
triple-play services to meet subscriber demands. 

Allied Telesis Delivers 
Customer Premises Equipment for GePON
From BBP Wires 

SAN JOSE, CA – Allied Telesis (www.alliedtelesyn.com, formerly Allied Telesyn) announced the availability of the 
ON1000, a small-form-factor optical networking unit (ONU) that supports data services up to 1Gbps across a GePON 
network. An optical network unit is what an ONT is called in the GePON world; it terminates the fiber link at the 
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customer premises. The ON1000 converts existing Ethernet switches and routers into GePON network termination 
points, allowing for PON overbuilds of service provider networks. It can be managed and configured using the 
AlliedView network management software. 

The ON1000 complements Allied Telesis’s end-to-end GePON solution, which includes the OLT-equipped iMAP 
integrated Multiservice Access Platform and iMG intelligent Multiservice Gateway ONU. 

RAD Solutions Bring Carrier 
Ethernet Standard to the Access Network
From BBP Wires   
 
MAHWAH, NJ – The Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) awarded its MEF 9 Ethernet certification to RAD Data 
Communications’s ETX-102 and ETX-202 intelligent Ethernet network termination units (E-NTUs).
 
MEF 9 certification verifies that the services delivered to the subscriber at the user network interface – the point 
at which the subscriber’s and service provider’s areas of responsibility meet – conform with MEF technical 
specifications. Certification saves the service provider the time and cost of in-house testing and accelerates the speed 
of service deployment to customers.
 
While the Carrier Ethernet standard was originally introduced for the core network, RAD is now taking the concept to 
the access network: these E-NTUs are located at the customer premises and carry Ethernet traffic over the fiber local 
loop to the network’s edge. 
 
Thus, RAD’s Ethernet access solutions have been certified to provide Carrier Ethernet-like attributes including quality 
of service (QoS), traffic management, and protection. This means that they can be used to provide a large range of 
differentiated Ethernet services to the customer, such as interoffice LAN connectivity, Internet access, and virtual 
private networks (VPNs).

Focus on GPON 
Fiber To The Premises Equipment

The GlobalComm conference prompted a large number of FTTP product announcements this month. New companies 
are entering the FTTP market, while existing providers continue upgrading to newer standards and making it easier to 
provide Ethernet over passive optical networks. Michael Arden, an analyst for ABI Research, summed up the growing 
popularity of the GPON standard, saying, “With its increased speed and ability to support advanced, interactive video 
services, GPON deployment is top of mind with service providers worldwide as they race to deploy next-generation 
Telco TV.” 

Huawei Unveils Industry’s 
First Terabit GPON Access System
From BBP Wires 

HONG KONG, CHINA – Huawei Technologies (www.huawei.com) has unveiled a GPON solution with up to 1 
terabit switching capacity. According to Huawei, its SmartAX OFA5920 GPON solution is the industry’s first GPON 
access platform with terabit non-blocking switching capability and full-redundancy design.
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With the SmartAX OFA5920 GPON, Huawei says, operators can realize the potential of high-quality gigabit access 
and provide users with reliable voice, data, and video services at a 2.5Gbps downstream and 1.25Gbps upstream. This 
“guarantees an evolution towards future high-bandwidth services,” says Li Jian, Vice President of Huawei Access 
Network Product Line. Huawei’s access networks products support over 100 million subscriber lines worldwide, as of 
April 2006. 

Tellabs Demonstrates GPON 
From BBP Wires 

NAPERVILLE, IL – Tellabs demonstrated its new GPON capabilities last month, showing products that deliver up to 
2.4Gbps downstream and up to 1.2Gbps upstream. 
The GPON optical line terminal (OLT) pushes subscriber-centric, service-aware intelligence and quality-of-service all 
the way to the home, enabling the deployment of revenue-generating services like interactive video. 

Tellabs’ multiservice access series now offers migration to GPON from Broadband Passive Optical Network (BPON), 
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) or Digital Loop Carrier (DLC) technologies. 

At the subscriber premises, the GPON optical network terminal (ONT) supports residential voice, high-speed data, 
Internet Protocol Television and cable television in a single unit. 

Zhone Announces New Products, 
Adopts BroadLight GPON Technology
From BBP Wires 

OAKLAND, CA – Zhone Technologies (www.zhone.com) announced new EtherActive FTTP products enabling 
gigabit Ethernet services over fiber to homes and businesses. Zhone’s EtherActive Optical Line Terminal (OLT) 
supports up to 10 subscribers per blade over copper or single/dual mode fiber – allowing carriers to mix and match 
copper and fiber services on the same card. 

Also announced was Zhone’s Indoor/Outdoor Residential Gateway, which includes Ethernet Ports, FXS ports to 
support VoIP services and HPNAv3 over copper or coax to support IPTV services. By utilizing Ethernet and IP 
technology, Zhone’s products simplify network operations by consolidating multiple services onto a single access line. 
According to Zhone, this convergence of services and networks simplifies provisioning and operations, delivers quality 
and reliability, and opens the door for delivering exciting new services. 

In a separate announcement, BroadLight (www.broadlight.com) said that Zhone had incorporated BroadLight’s GPON 
end-to-end solution into its product line. 

Fiberxon Readies GPON Optical Transceivers
From BBP Wires 

SANTA CLARA, CA – Fiberxon (www.fiberxon.com), a maker of opto-electronic components and subsystems, 
announced the general availability of its G.984.2-compliant optical transceivers. The transceivers are compatible with 
both reset and reset-less GPON system designs with Digital Diagnostic Monitoring interface on both ends. 

The compact product line is based on Small Form Factor (SFF) and Small Form Pluggable (SFP) Multi Source 
Agreement specifications. On the ONT side, it serves both diplexer and triplexer version transceivers, supports 
Multimedia over Coax Alliance (MoCA) functionality and works in an industrial temperature range.
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NeoPhotonics Acquires LightConnect and OpTun 
From BBP Wires   
 
SAN JOSE, CA – NeoPhotonics, a global supplier of fiber optic component and module solutions for core, FTTx and 
other broadband networks, announced the acquisition of LightConnect, Inc., of Newark, California, and OpTun, Inc., of 
Santa Clara, California. LightConnect manufactures micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)-based components and 
modules for the fiber optic communications industry. OpTun develops planar lightwave circuit (PLC)-based reconfigurable 
optical add-drop multiplexers (ROADMs). Terms of the acquisitions, based on a combination of cash and stock, were not 
announced. 
 
Tim Jenks, CEO of NeoPhotonics, said that the combination of LightConnect’s optical switching products and OpTun’s 
ROADM capabilities with NeoPhotonics’ passive optical components would allow the company to provide “best in class” 
ROADMs to equipment suppliers for all network architectures.

Focus on Construction and Testing
Some of the biggest cost savings in FTTH deployments are due to the huge advances being made in network construction 
and testing.
 

Dry Cloth Cleaner Aids FTTH Applications 
From BBP Wires

HICKORY, NC – As more connectors are deployed in the fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) market, the demand for effective, 
craft-friendly cleaning is growing. US Conec (www.usconec.com) announced a dry cloth cleaning tool designed to clean 
oil and debris on single mode APC outdoor hardened connectors such as Corning’s OptiTap connector. The tool was co-
developed with NTT-AT. 

The Optipop’s rugged case protects the cloth from environmental contamination. Its design retains the features of previous 
Optipop cleaners, such as elimination of ESD and a unique micro-fiber cloth that lifts the debris from the fiber end-face. 
The cleaning cloth is washed with purified water in a clean-room environment, which makes it completely debris-free. 
Each unit will provide at least 420 cleanings and accepts standard Optipop replacement reels of cloth.
 

Stratos Optical Expands FTTx OSP Product Offerings
From BBP Wires

CHICAGO – Stratos Optical Technologies (www.stratoslightwave.com) announced the expansion of its FTTx product line 
to include a series of hardened fiber optic connectors (HFOC) and handheld optical test instruments. Stratos entered the 
FTTx market early with an OEM presence in the central office, enterprise and access markets, and expanded in 2005 to 
include outside plant equipment. 

The new fiber connector series is a family of ruggedized “drop cable” connectors for single and multiple fiber applications, 
which allow plug-in installation to single or multiple dwellings. They may be placed in pedestal closures, aerial and 
buried closures, or equipment located at a fiber distribution hub enclosure or optical network termination unit near 
customer premises. The physical size of the HFOC easily pulls through conduit and accommodates oval and round cable 
constructions. A visual mating indicator assures installers when a proper connection has been made.

The LS420 handheld light source and power meter instruments allow the measurement of absolute or relative optical power 
in the network. The memory can store 512 measurements with fiber number or location, wavelength, absolute or relative 
value of insertion loss. 
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ADC Unveils New Fiber Distribution Hub 
From BBP Wires 

MINNEAPOLIS – ADC (www.adc.com) introduced a new fiber-to-the-premises solution, the OmniReach Fiber 
Distribution Hub 3000. The new hub allows rapid connection between fiber optic cables and passive optical splitters 
in the outside plant, facilitating fast service connection and reconfiguration. It simplifies FTTP network installation, 
maintenance and management from the central office to the outside plant. 

The FDH 3000 supports low- and high-density applications, a variety of network system designs and diverse 
installation environments. A centralized splitter approach maximizes space on costly optical line terminal (OLT) 
cards. Other features include bend radius protection, intuitive cable routing, easy fiber/connector access, and physical 
protection from the elements. 

3M Fiber Dome Closures 
Provide Error-Free Sealing and Re-Entry
From BBP Wires 

AUSTIN, TX – The compact new fiber dome closures from 3M (www.3m.com), suitable for fiber-to-the-premises 
feeder and distribution plant, are hermetically sealed for aerial, buried and underground applications. Because they 
do not require special tools – they feature a fixed-position o-ring sealing system along with a simple dome-latching 
mechanism – they can reduce tooling costs and allow for easy installation, sealing and re-entry. 

According to 3M, the cable-entry port system, designed with an external cable assembly module, can reduce 
installation and labor costs because cable preparation and installation are completed outside the closure body. 
Technicians can add and remove cables without breaking the cable seals of existing cables. 

APA Cables Networks Introduces 
Outside Plant Solutions and Fiber Distribution 
Panel 
From BBP Wires 

PLYMOUTH, MN – Human handling is the number one reason for network downtime, a problem exacerbated by 
extreme weather. Now APA Cables (www.apacn.com) has announced a new line of ruggedized connectivity solutions 
for passive outside plant, including the industry’s first ruggedized splitter. The splitter is designed to facilitate 
handling in harsh environments – both hot and cold – and to provide fiber protection, management and maintenance 
in FTTx deployments.

The splitter’s “one-touch turn-up” design allows output legs to be handled only during customer turn-up. Because this 
approach requires less human handling, it reduces the chance of fiber damage.

APACN also announced an outside plant cabinet, the Fiber Scalability Center (FSC), which combines minimized 
installation costs with easy upgradeability, allowing companies to roll out FTTx services without a large initial 
expense. The FSC’s design maximizes bend radius protection, connector access, ease of cable routing, and physical 
protection. The cabinet stores feeder and distribution splices, splitters, connectors and slack cable neatly and 
compactly to minimize the risk of fiber damage. 

Increased demand for density in the central office drove the design of another new APACN product, the 288-Port 
Fiber Distribution System (FDS). The FDS combines high circuit density with a “grow-as-you-go” approach that 
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supports fast, easy upgrades for future growth. The 288-Port FDS’s building block is the 12-port distribution 
cassette. Supporting all media types from IFC to OSP fiber in both ribbon and loose-tube constructions, the 
cassette allows the user to configure the panel in increments of 12, providing scalability from 12 to 288 without 
jeopardizing port density. 

Fiber Pedestals from 
Charles Industries Protect Sealed Fiber Terminals 
From BBP Wires 

ROLLING MEADOWS, IL. – Charles Industries, Ltd. (www.charlesindustries.com) announced the release of a new 
fiber distribution pedestal solution for FTTx deployments. BDO-ET Fiber Pedestals offer environmental protection of 
fiber access points in a craft-friendly, above-grade enclosure. Their non-metallic design protects fiber terminals and 
drops from floods, fires, tampering, wind-blown dust and debris. Internal brackets allow technicians to mount up to 
two 4-port, 6-port, or 8-port sealed fiber terminal blocks or one 12-port block. 

“Many service providers have embraced pre-connectorization in their FTTx architectures due to its ease of use and 
speed of deployment,” noted Dick Hood, vice president of Charles Industries’ Outside Plant Business Unit. “Charles 
BDO-ET Fiber Pedestals fill these providers’ need for a cost-effective, craft-friendly solution to protecting pre-
connectorized fiber terminals and drops in the outside plant.” 

Charles fiber pedestals are optimized for use with Corning Cable Systems fiber management, including OptiSheath 
Advantage Terminals. The two companies work together on current and future pedestal designs to ensure that fiber 
management is optimized to support Corning fiber terminals. Customers will be able to purchase the pedestals 
through both Corning Cable Systems and Charles. 

Corning Introduces Heat-Shrink 
Oven and Network Interface Device
From BBP Wires 

HICKORY, NC – Corning Cable Systems (www.corningcablesystems.com) introduced a new heat-shrink oven that 
enables shrink times of 20 seconds or less. The oven uses approximately 50 percent of the energy of standard heat-
shrink ovens, increasing splicer battery life. 

The oven’s design uses radiant heating to rapidly shrink heat-shrink splice protectors. Heat radiation is emitted from 
a heating element onto an elliptical mirror. The fiber with heat-shrink installed is then placed in the focal point of the 
mirror. The result is a faster, more energy-efficient process. The oven is designed for installation of common single-
fiber and up to 12-fiber ribbon heat-shrink splice protectors.

In a separate announcement, Corning introduced the OptiWay Premier Network Interface Device (NID), an all-
plastic enclosure designed to house electronic circuits for the FTTx and broadband access markets. The OptiWay 
Premier NID can both replace and supplement existing fiber or standard copper NIDs. Suitable for outdoor 
environments, it uses a smaller enclosure to accommodate the shrinking size of today’s PON electronics. The NID 
incorporates a hinged interface for access to OEM electronics, while improving heat dissipation.

The incorporation of OptiFit Advantage Drop Cable Assemblies allows for one-step installation of the subscriber 
drop, with no fusion splicing or field termination required at the subscriber premises. This preconnectorized 
technology reduces installation time and complexity, simplifying the process of deploying FTTx networks.
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Two More Companies Enter the FTTH Space
From BBP Wires 

TAIPEI, TAIWAN – Edge-Core (www.edge-core.com), a company founded in 2004, displayed its new technologies and 
networking solutions at Computex 2006 in Taipei in June. In addition to business VoIP solutions, Edge-Core introduced 
carrier-class FTTH, VDSL2, and Metro Ethernet solutions for ISPs, switches for enterprise customers and wireless 
solutions for enterprises and ISPs. At the same time, Emerson Network Power (www.gotoemerson.com), headquartered in 
St. Louis, Missouri, is reported to be introducing a FTTH portfolio in the third quarter. 

Hutton Announces Broadband Catalog
From BBP Wires   
 
DALLAS – Hutton Communications has released a 200+ page selection guide devoted to its line of broadband products. 
The charts and diagrams are designed to make it easy for Hutton’s customers to close the sale with all the necessary 
information readily available. Images of products help to make it easy to identify the customer’s requirements.

The guide covers Hutton’s broad range of broadband products including point-to-point radios, point-to-multipoint radios, 
and related products such as antennas, lightning and surge protection, network hardware, power supplies, site hardware, 
spectrum analyzers, cable, connectors, and adapters.  

MRV High-Definition Video 
Transceivers Send HD Video over Fiber Backbone 
From BBP Wires   
 
CHATSWORTH, CA – MRV Communications (www.mrv.com) announced a new family of digital video fiber optic 
transceivers that allow uncompressed high-definition video to be transported over standard fiber-optic networks. Post-
production facilities and rich-media studios can now transport HD-SDI video over dark fiber using networking gear from 
any vendor that supports the small form factor pluggable (SFP) standard. 

One use for the transceivers is to allow post-production facilities to share uncompressed baseband HD and SD video 
throughout a metropolitan area – a much less expensive solution than building and using specialized video networks or 
shuttling tapes between locations.

Limelight Networks Selects 
MRV for Silicon Valley Network
From BBP Wires   
 
CHATSWORTH, CA – Growing consumer demand for multimedia content has created a need for scalable, high-
performance networks. Limelight Networks, which specializes in delivery of multimedia content, has built an advanced 
10-Gigabit Ethernet network to support delivery of live and on-demand video, music and games to large global audiences. 
Its fiber optic ring links multiple data centers throughout Silicon Valley. 

The new high-speed data network encompassing San Jose, San Francisco and Oakland is supported by MRV 
Communications’ (www.mrv.com) LambdaDriver dense wave division multiplexing (DWDM) fiber optic transport system, 
fitted with the company’s 10Gbps transponders. Limelight is currently deploying a 60Gbps ring around the region, with 
the ability to spontaneously expand the network to 800Gbps without the need for additional dark fiber.  Limelight has 
standardized on MRV LambdaDriver systems for all new domestic and international 10Gbps DWDM networks.
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Riverstone Networks Completes 
Sale of Assets to Lucent Technologies
From BBP Wires   
 
SANTA CLARA, CA – Riverstone Networks has completed the sale of its business to Lucent Technologies for close 
to $200 million. The two parties agreed to the asset transfer in February, and the agreement was approved by the U.S. 
Bankruptcy Court the following month. Substantially all of Riverstone’s employees, including Riverstone CEO Oscar 
Rodriguez and other senior executives, will be employed by Lucent after the transaction closes.  

The Riverstone Networks corporate entity will continue to exist as the company prepares its plan of liquidation. However, 
because Riverstone has given up the rights to use the Riverstone Networks name, the company will operate as RNI Wind 
Down Corporation. The company’s website will be www.rniwd.com.

Lucent (www.lucent.com) is itself in the midst of a merger with French company Alcatel, and recently announced the 
formation of the team that will lead both companies’ integration and transition planning efforts. 

California City Deploys FTTH 
From BBP Wires   
 
The City of Ontario, a Los Angeles suburb, has begun deploying a fiber-to-the-home system in its New Model Colony 
project. New Model Colony, whose 8,200 acres of former agricultural land were annexed by the City in 1999, is being 
developed as a mixed-use community. It is expected to have more than 100,000 new residents working and living in it, 
nearly doubling Ontario’s population over the next 15 years.

OntarioNet, the planned FTTH network for New Model Colony, is the largest fiber deployment to a residential community 
in Southern California. It will provide community services including traffic management, on-line civic services and 
educational services, with expected delivery in 2007, and will have enough excess capacity to provide advanced voice, 
video and data services to homes and businesses. The deployment is being managed by Canadian firm 180 Connect 
(www.180connect.net).

ETI Software Supports Alcatel’s FTTU Environment
From BBP Wires   

NORCROSS, GA – ETI Software Solutions (www.etisoftware.com), a provider of service activation software, has added 
support for Alcatel’s 7340 FTTU environment to its flagship Triad OSS software. This allows automated, flow-through 
service activation of Optical Network Terminal (ONT) ports based on the customer’s service selection, and makes service 
provisioning a zero-touch process. (The ONT is the termination point of the FTTP network at the customer’s service 
location.)

According to ETI, manual provisioning of ONTs is difficult, time consuming and error prone, and creates customer service 
problems for providers. ETI’s Triad solution addresses these issues and is affordable even to small providers. 
Triad also supports automated provisioning for active and passive FTTP technologies from a variety of other vendors. It 
automates activation of all service ports on the ONT, automatically sets the bandwidth for each port, supports the automat-
ic discovery of new ONTs on the FTTP network and automatically provisions these auto-discovered devices in real time. 
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Zhone Extends Capacity of Copper Loops
From BBP Wires   

OAKLAND, CA – Zhone Technologies (www.zhone.com) has announced a line of products designed to deliver high-
bandwidth Ethernet services over existing copper loops. Zhone’s EtherXtend product family enables carriers to deliver 
Ethernet services over existing copper SHDSL or T1/E1 circuits to provide up to 5.7 Mbps per copper loop. Multiple 
circuits can be bonded to provide over 45 Mbps of Ethernet bandwidth. Zhone describes this copper-based solution as 
a “compellingly fast and inexpensive alternative to burying and dedicating fi ber.” However, the 45 Mbps bandwidth 
represents less than fi ve percent of the gigabit bandwidth provided in many of the fi ber-to-the-premises systems being 
installed today. 

Oki Electric Delivers 
Dentistry Training Simulation System
From BBP Wires   

TOKYO – Video over IP offers more than just entertainment. In a recent IPTV application, Oki Electric Industry Co. 
(www.oki.com) delivered a medical training simulation system to Hiroshima University’s Faculty of Dentistry. Using Oki’s 
video delivery integrated server, a high-quality training video is multicast live to all trainees’ PCs. Hiroshima University 
began using the system in April.

In the past, faculty at the dentistry school conducted practical training for students by demonstrating operations on 
mannequins. However, many students had diffi culty getting a detailed view of the operations. The new system, which 
provides high defi nition and low latency, can show detailed operations from various angles, including close-ups. The 
videos are stored in the VOD server, and can be replayed via video-on-demand.
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